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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Clinical trials underpin modern clinical practice for patients
with gastroesophageal cancer. Multimodality therapy
remains the mainstay of treatment for gastroesophageal
cancer, with the evidence for its effectiveness coming
largely from recent clinical trials integrating
immunotherapy into the therapeutic repertoire. However,
clinical trials of gastroesophageal cancer are notoriously
challenging, as several pitfalls are associated with the
design and delivery of these trials in a complex cohort of
patients with a highly heterogenous tumor. The field is
developing even further as we move towards trials with a
greater degree of international collaboration that include
the introduction of novel endpoints, surgical and
radiological quality assurance and the utilization of
machine learning algorithms, warranting a Special Issue in
this area.

We invite the submission in the following areas:

Clinical trials concerning the diagnosis or
management of gastroesophageal cancer
Challenges to undertaking trials in
gastroesophageal cancer
Quality assurance of interventions concerning
gastroesophageal cancer
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Cancers is an international online journal addressing both
clinical and basic science issues related to cancer research.
The journal is publishing in Open Access format, which will
certainly evolve to ensure that the journal takes full
advantage of the rapidly changing world of information
and knowledge dissemination. It publishes high-quality
clinical, translational, and basic science research on cancer
prevention, initiation, progression, and treatment, as well
as other related topics, particularly to capture the most
seminal studies in the rapidly growing area of immunology,
immunotherapy, and tumor microenvironment.
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